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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
JACKALDON HEWITT, 
Plaintiff and A.p·pellant, 
-vs.-
THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUB-
BER COMPANY, a Corporation, 
Defendant and Resp-owdent. 
BRIEF OF RESP·OND·ENT 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
Case No. 
8038 
This action was brought by tlie appellant, Jack Aldon 
Hewitt, against the Wheeler General Tire Company 
and the General Tire and Rubber Company_ to recover 
for injuries alleged to have been received when a tire 
which was being mounted on a wheel by the appellant 
exploded. The seller of the tire was the Wheeler General 
Tire Company and the manufacturer of the tire was the 
General Tire and Rubber Company. 
The complaint alleged in substance that the tire was 
defective and that the defendants knew, or should have 
known of its defective condition and were negligent in 
' . 
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1-'elling or allowing the tire to come into tlie hands of the 
apJWllant. in such defective condition (R. 1 and 2). 
ln the second count of the complaint, appellant 
alleged that the defendants warranted the tire to be free 
frout Iaten t and hidden defects. This part of the com-
plaint waH ordered stricken by the District Court. No 
appeal \vas taken frotu this order (R. 7). 
During th~ course of the trial, the action against the 
seller, Wheeler General Tire Company, was voluntarily 
dismissed by appellant. 
At the conclusion of the trial, the respondent, Gen-
eral Tire and Rubber Company, moved the court for a 
directed verdict upon the ground there was no evidence 
that respondent was guilty of any negligence (R. 444-
446). This motion was taken under advisement and the 
case submitted to the jury. 
The jury returned a verdict in favor of the appel-
lant, which was set aside by the trial judge upon the 
grounds that the "evidence introduced by the plaintiff 
as a matter of law failed to show that the defendant was 
guilty of any negligence proximately causing plaintiff's 
alleged injuries," and, "that the evidence is insufficient 
to sustain or justify the verdict of the jury." Judgment 
of no cause of action in favor of the defendant against 
the plaintiff was then entered in the case (R. 67-68). 
The question presented by this appeal is: Did the 
appellant prove by a preponderance of the evidence that 
the tire was defective at the time it left respondent's 
factory; that respondent knew, or in the exercise of 
reasonable care should have known, that the tire was 
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defective; and, if so, that respondent's nPgligt\nee was 
the sole proxiinate cause of appellant's injuries' 
STATEJ\1ENT OF FACT'S 
The evidence sho,vs that the tire had been purchased 
from the vVheeler General Tire Co1npany by the Granite 
Furniture Company in Decen1ber 1950, about a year and 
a half prior to the date of the accident (R. 133, R. 1), 
and that it had been in that company's custody from that 
time (R. 134). On July 2, 1952, an employee of the 
Granite Furniture, LeRoy J\Iurphy, delivered the tire 
to the appellant's service station to have it mounted on 
the wheel of a truck belonging to that company (R. 139). 
In mounting the tire, the appellant bounced the tire, 
inspected it from all angles and cleaned it out with an 
air hose (R. 172). At that time, he found the tire "was 
sound and there weren't any app.earances of breaks or 
deviations in the casing." (R. 173). The appellant put 
the bottom side of the tire on the rim or wheel by forcing 
the wheel into the tire, or the tire onto the rim with his 
foot and a rubber mallet. He inserted the tube and 
pounded the top side on the rim (R. 174). He then pTo-
ceeded to fill the tire with air whereupon it exploded 
(R. 180). No soap was used to lubricate the rim, al-
though it is testified that this is a standard p·rocedure 
which is used to make the bead of a tire slip onto the 
rim more easily (R. 214-215, 268). 
An examination after the tire explosion revealed 
that the wire strands in the beading of the tire were 
broken (R. 125-126) (Exhibits 7, 8, 9, 10), and that there 
was a tear in the side of the tube (Exhibit 17). An 
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PXatnination of the tube (Exhibit 17) will reveal that 
therP wa8 no valve core in the tube. The tire was filled 
frout an air tank in which the air pressure is maintained 
autoutntieally at a Inaxitnum pressure of 175 pounds. 
A tin· of tltP :-:a1ne design and construction as Exhibit 
7, l,y expPritnPntation, was found to be capable of resist-
ing un air pressure <Jf 155 pounds before the beading 
hrokP (It :27fJ). 
rrJtp beading of a tire is that part of the tire which 
fits next to the ritn and goes around the perimeter of 
the tire and forms the seal between the rim and the tire. 
'rhe beading ('Ontains \vires, each with a minimum 
breakage strength of 290 pounds. The number of 
wires used depends upon the size of the tire and the type 
of service for which the tire is designed. This particular 
tire contained five turns of four wires, making a total of 
twenty wires. The diameter of the tire at the base of 
the beading is 1/32 of an inch smaller than the flange 
portion of the rim \\'"here the bead is designed to fit. In 
addition, the beading tapers 7% degrees so that when the 
beading is on the back of the edge of the rim, the rubber-
ized material 'vill compress tightly against the bead seat 
of the rim to eliminate the possibility of the tire moving 
on the rim and the tube getting under the beading (R. 
322-323). The tube is purely the air container. The tube 
rim and tire casing constitute a wall which supports the 
air force inside, which in turn supports the automobile 
(R. 273). 
X-rays of the tire taken by Dr. William R. Christen-
sen, Professor of Radiology at the University of Utah 
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Medical Sehool, and Director of X-ray of the Salt Lake 
General Hospital, sho,v-ed tliat tht) 'vires in the beading 
of the tire were intact throughout the circumference of 
the tire, exeept for the area in whieh the break occurred 
(R. 149) ... A.t the point 'vhere the wires in the beading 
were broken, there was a necking, or a diminution in the 
diameter of the bead 'Yires. The X-rays also showed the 
break in the beading of the tire occurred where the wires 
in the beading had made a con1plete circle of the tire and 
co1ne together and overlapped (R. 150). 
\v..,.illiam F. Hoelzer, Manager of Technical Service 
for the General Tire and Rubber Company testified that 
a tire similar in contruction with Exhibit 7 was mounted 
on a rim in the same manner as the tire in question and 
filled with air to a point where it exploded. At 80 pounds 
pressure, the last bead went back into place. At 155 
pounds pressure, the beading broke, allowing the tube 
to come around the edge of the rim, whereupon an explo-
sion occurred ( R. 335). 
Upon a comparison of the X-rays of both tires, it 
was found that the beading in the experimental tire hroke 
at approximately the same spot as in Exhibit 7 (R. 338) 
(Exhibits 14 and 16). In the wire contained in the bead-
ing of both tires, there was a necking, or a reduction in 
the diameter of the tire at the point of the break. Mr. 
K. D. Smith, Vice-President of National Standards Com-
pany, the company which manufactures beading wire for 
the respondent, testified from tests made upon similar 
wire, that as pressure is applied to break the wire by 
pulling it apart, the wire stretches and elongates to the 
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t-Xtt~nt that wlu~n it breaks, there is a thinning down, or 
n rPduction in the diainettr of the wire at the point of 
tht• hr .. ak (R. 380, 38G, 156). This is illustrated by 
1·: xhi bit :~o, whie h is a photo of wires broken first by 
l,uJJing the \\'in~s apart, and second by air pressure. 
l{.(~t urning for a n1ornent to the experiment per-
forutPd on a sirnilar tire by Mr. Hoelzer, Mr. Hoelzer 
h•stified that afhlr the beading in the experimental tire 
Jutd Leen broken, he inserted a new tube in the tire and 
refiUt>d thP broken tire with air. Even though the wires 
in the beading of the experiutental tire were broken, it 
required G:J vounds of air pressure to force the tire over 
the rim and cause the tube to blow out (R. 339). Based 
on th.ese X-rays and experiments, l\{r. Hoelzer testified 
that it was his opinion that the breaking of the wires in 
the beading of Exhibit 7 was caused by air pressure 
(R. 340). 
An examination of the X-rays of the tire in question 
disclosed that there \\·as no kinking of the wires in the 
beading at the point of the break (R. 153-157). Mr. K. 
D. Smith testified that he had taken pictures of broken 
beads where the wires had first been bent or kinked. He 
testified that under such circumstances, the break in 
the beading did occur before the wires in the beading 
had been straightened out, and that the wires did return 
to their former position, "the position of showing the 
bend," in much the same manner as a spring upon being 
stretched, returns to its original position. He examined 
Exhibit 14 and found no evidence of the wires having 
been kinked (R. 386-388). Mr. Hoelzer reviewed the 
(j 
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method UBed by the rt'Spondcnt in the lUHllUfacture of 
tires at its plants throughout the eountry, ineluding the 
plant in ''T aeo, Texas, "~here this tire \ras n1anufaetured 
(R. 3-±5). Beginning on page 3~4 of the record, he 
testified: 
HA The "'"ire comes on large reels, about three 
feet in diameter, and that is an individual wire, 
a continuous wire on that reel. And those reels 
\Yeigh, the \vire on the reels weigh between six and 
seven hundred pounds. N o,v, depending upon the 
number of individual strands of wire that we are 
going to put into the bead, we have the reels 
spaced so that 've can take wires off of each indi-
vidual reel. N o'v there are four reels of wire which 
are all on hubs so that they will turn. Now if we 
were going to make a bead that had five wires or 
six wires or seven "Tires or eight wires we would 
just take wire off of that many more reels. These 
wires come from these reels through a guiding die 
and then pass through, this would be a die open-
ing for these wires and then are parallel and pass 
through a die which is a.t the end of a tubber ex-
truding machine. Now a rubber extruding ma-
chine is similar to a sausage in which rubber stock 
is fed and it is forced out through a die which has 
small openings. The die enlarged would look like 
this for four strand wire so that the insulation 
then is placed onto the four strands and then is 
one solid mass similar to the sample which I 
passed around. F'rom here-and I am drawing 
this not exactly in perspective but diagramatic-
then it goes onto, goes through a festoon, a festoon 
keeps the supply of wire on hand before it goes 
into a winding machine. The diameter of this 
bead is very important. It depends upon the dia-
lneter of this bead as to just how it will fit into 
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the tire so that it will have its proper compression 
during the cure around the bead to give it ultimate 
strength. Now this goes on to a pre-determined 
diameter form which goes around in this particu-
lar case five times, and then is automatically cut 
off. It starts here and is cut off here so that then 
we wind up with an uncured tire bead which is, 
as I hold in my hand here, the top edge of the in-
sulated wire is fastened down with a light piece 
of friction fabric." 
He continued on page 326: 
"A Then the next step is to further reinforce 
the bead with what is known as a flipper strip and 
in this particular tire the flipper stripis three and 
one half inches wide and completely surrounds the 
wrapped, insulated wire bead and the edges have 
been staggered so that they do not come together 
at the same point. And this bead is made only in 
this particular way to demonstrate it because the 
bead is completely wrapped and this flipper is con-
tinuous for the entire length, but for a matter of 
demonstration I have left this opened. 
"Q Now, Mr. Hoelzer, will you tell us just 
how that bead is integrated into the fabric of the 
tire~ 
"A Today all tires are built on what is 
known as tire building drums. In years gone past 
tires were built on cores which had the shape of 
the inside of a tire, but today they are built on flat 
building drums, of approximately that shape. Now 
the plys of the tires are first laid onto the building 
drum and this, I should explain, is barrel-shaped 
and what I am showing here is only a section of 
it without completing the other half section. Then 
-the second ply of the tire is laid on and this 
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is a six-ply tire siinilar to the tire in question. The 
next ply of the tire is put on and hangs down dur-
ing the process of the building. Now we have 
four plys which represents the width of the section 
of the tire and then the bead with this flipper and 
wrap is placed in this position. Now the wire, the 
flipper being the outside and the wrap on th'e in-
side and in here we have our five turns of four 
strands of wire. To save a little time I won't com-
plete this other side. But after this is placed on 
there these plys are brought up around to tie the 
bead into the tire. Then two more plys are put 
onto the tire. These plys here hang down a little 
farther and after putting these points here so you 
can see where they fit and the six plys more or 
less meet the first and second plys of th'e tire. 
The third and fourth plys of the tire completely 
surrounding the bead with the flipper reinforce-
ment. Then the next operation is to put a breaker 
strip onto the tire which is open-weave core fabric 
which is immediately under the tread of the tire, 
or when you w~ar down into the first fabric you 
usually wear into the breaker strip which is in the 
tire. Then a piece of square woven fabric which 
has been rubberized, similar to and the same ma-
terial as this flipper reinforcement slip is put onto 
the outside of the tire and brought around where it 
covers around farther than where the first and 
second plys end and where the fifth and sixth plys 
end and then, finally, the uncured shred rubber is 
placed onto the tire. Now I haven't allo,ved very 
much for the width of the tire to show all of these 
details but that, essentially, is the method of manu-
facture or the building of the uncured tire." 
As to the inspections of the tire which were made by 
the respondent during the course of the manufacturing 
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of thP tire, Mr. lioelzer testified on page 327 of the 
rP<'ord: 
"Q Now, Mr. Hoelzer, I will ask you whether 
or not any inHpeetion is ntade of that bead by the 
COlll}Jany before that flap is placed around it 
there 7 Tho He treadH, plys are placed around there, 
I should say. 
"A The beads get an inspection which is 
after tlH·y are wound. They are checked on a 
gauge for template fit to make sure they are the 
right diauteter, put over a tapered gauge before 
they are sent to have the bead wrap applied. After 
the bead wrap has been applied, they are then 
inspected to make ~ure that the wrap completely 
covers the insulated wire and then the flipper is 
applied on the 1nachine which rolls as it goes 
around, it just rolls this flipper on and puts this 
flare-up into it, which is necessary in order that it 
properly fits over the contour of the building 
drum." 
He continued on page 344: 
_ "A I will put the tire up here to be more in a 
position as it is coming along in this slowly moving 
conveyor and, as I say, as I stated previously there 
is a hook which is suspended onto the conveyor 
track in "'\\Thich there is a spool in which this tire 
sets. The inspector takes this tire with each hand 
and goes around, like this, to examine the inside of 
the tire and at the same time puts force on both 
beads of the tire. The next operation is to go to 
the outside of the tire and to examine that for 
defects. Then the sides of the tire are examined 
all the way around and the inspector then puts 
his sta:rn.p of approval or, if the tire does not pass 
the inspection, he removes the tire from the hook 
and puts it onto a pile along side which passes on 
10 
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to another department for further investigation." 
On page 345 of the record he testified : 
"Q When is the wire that goes into this bead 
first inspected t 
"'A Every roll that comes into our plant has 
been tested for our specifications. 
"Q In other words, you take a piece of steel 
from a roll and test that, is that correct t 
''A That's right. 
"Q You don't test the entire roll? 
"A No sir. 
"Q Is the entire roll examined to see if there 
are· any defects of the wire-? 
"A There is a supervisory examination of 
the wire as it leaves the roll by the inspector. 
"Q In other words, there is an inspector 
standing by that observes this wire as it leaves 
this roll' 
"A The man that places the rolls, the rolls of 
wire on to the stand, observes that." 
On page 356 of the record he testified: 
"A After the bag has been removed the tire 
is then trimmed of the various overflow vents and 
at the point of register of the halves of the mold 
placed on a hook and sent to the final, to the 
painting and final inspection departments. 
"Q And the tire there is painted' 
"A The tire is inspected and then painted, 
labeled and sent to the warehouse." 
As to the manner in which the wire which goes into 
11 
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thl' hPauing, is Btanufactured, Mr. K. D. Smith testified 
beginning on page 376: 
H A The high points of this specification 
<'O\'PrH HiZ<\ tnethod of testing, the wire is not to 
lu~ lPss than .0:~7 in diatneter. All tests on this wire 
art~ tuad<~ on speci.Jnens which have been heated 
for Oil<' hour at three hundred degrees Fahrenheit. 
'l'lu~ individual wires uiust have a minimum 
Mtrength of two hundred and ninety pounds, which 
is total tensile strength of two hundred and 
~tlven t y thousand pounds per square inch. 
"Q \\""hat do you mean by 'tensile strength'~ 
(~an you elaborate on that for the benefit of all of 
us·? 
u A Tensile strength is the strength it would 
take to break after the wire is placed in jaws. It 
is tested, the individual wires are tested on a 
Scott machine 'vith the jaw·s moving apart about 
one inch, one to two inches a minute. We have to 
regulate the speed so that each test is identical. 
"Q That is per square inch of wire, is that 
right' 
"A No. We test one piece of wire having a 
.037 inch dian1eter and then reducing it to square 
inches. It gives us the minimum per square inch 
tensile strength. In other words per square inch, 
when we speak of tensile strength we mean per 
square inch. When we speak of pounds pull we . 
mean per individual wire." 
On page 378, he testified : 
"Q Now with that I. will again ask you to 
describe the tests which were made on the wire 
which you shipped to the Akron plant in 1950~ 
"A We first test, as I have already stated, 
12 
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for tensile strength and the '" irP, in order to pass 
our inspection, ear.h rt-Pl is inspeetPd both at the 
beginning of the reel and the end of the reel; it is 
about six hundred pounds per reel. The beg·inning 
of each reel is tested for tensile strength, for 
elongation, for t"~ist, its ability to withstand bump-
ing and tw·isting, and also tested for its plating. 
The plating is a Yery important part of it." 
.A.s to the force applied on the interior of the tire by 
an air pressure in the tire of 35 to 155 pounds of air, 
Dr. Linford testified: ( R. 28-!) 
'" .... \. If we take a look at a tire and rim in 
cross section - I am not particularly a good artist 
- on cross section of any standard tire it 'vill 
look about like that and we have a situation in 
which we have a rim then inside of that. I will 
just dot the inner tube and, as I have previously 
testified, the only purpose of that innertube is to 
act as an air seal. The entire, practically the en-
tire force must he withheld by the rim and the 
casing. You can inflate an innertube so that it will 
more than fill this with one pound per square inch 
and you are dealing with thirty-five to one hun-
dred pounds. Now when you inflate any object, 
and if you will excuse me for just a minute for a 
demonstration I will inflate this. We have air 
pressure in here and there is no tendency for that 
to go up or down or to the side. The reason is that 
for every square inch on this side you have got a 
square inch opposite here and if there were, say, 
one pound per square inch in this balloon, which 
there isn't, I'm not that good a blow-hard, a square 
inch would be pushed here with a foree of one 
pound. This would be pushed this way with a 
force of one pound. The same all across. Now in 
the case of this particular tire, as it was moun ted, 
13 
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tht> rlistance fro1n there to there is about three 
inch(~H when mounted on the rim which was mea-
Murc.~d at the same time. Now this means that for 
t•\'(' ry inclt around the tube, the tire this way, there 
urP thrPP Hquare inches where the air is pushing 
down on UH· riu1 and so there is a corresponding 
thn•p squan· in('hes where the air is pushing on 
tlu~ <·asing. In f'.ase the pressure was, say thirty-
fi \'(• pounds per square inch, then there would be 
three tiutPs thirty-five or one hundred and five 
pounds on (~\'ery inch of the bead around here, or 
on the pair of beads tending to lift them off the 
surfru_·(~ of the ri1n. Now in addition to that you 
ha \~t~ other forees involved. If you take a look at 
the tire tltis \ray, l~t's say, that is the inside of 
the bead and here is the outside, and then this is 
the thing that is done in mechanical problems all 
the tiu1e. ~lake an imaginary cut across there. 
Now let's see what has happened. Air is pushing 
down there, tending to tear that tire apart in that 
fashion. The actual transmission of most of the 
forces is actually from here on the diagonal down 
to the bead and on the bead must withstand that. 
All right, how n1uch will that force be~ Again 
that will be about thirty-five pounds per square 
inch, and for every Bquare inch in the cross section 
of that tire. A rough estimate of that indicates 
that the inside diameter of the tire when inflated 
will be about six inches in· diameter and so an area 
of twenty-eight inches. Now there is another 
problem, the detail proof of which-
''MR. WHITE: When you say twenty-eight, 
Doctor, how did you arrive at the twenty-eight~ 
"A Well it is just the ordinary formula. 
Point R square over four, point times square the 
radius or point times the square of the diameter 
over four. Now let's see what this totals. We 
14 
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haYe just figurt's there is onP hundred and five 
pounds pulling up on this. This hundred and five 
pounds oYer here is pulling n1ainly over that "'a y, 
only a little up. and then do,vn and it can be shown 
by 1nathen1aties that if you add this up all the \vay 
arolmd that it "~in be just the same as though you 
considered a strip three inches wide across this 
diameter and so if it is three inches, it has a dia-
Ineter of sixteen inches. Three times sixteen is 
forty-eight so 've liave twenty-eight inches here. 
Twenty-eight square inches here and forty-eight 
square inches across here which will give a total 
of a hundred and four square inches of effective 
area on which forces might be applied to this bead. 
Now let's go on from there. Now let's assume that 
've place about a hundred and fifty-five poup.ds 
pressure per square inch in the casing and one 
hundred and four square inches, four five are 
twenty and it turns out to be approximately six-
teen thousand pounds. Now that tension is being 
held by four pegs, primarily two on this side- and 
two on this side, and we divide that by four and 
it comes out about four thousand pounds is the 
breaking strength at one hundred and fifty-five, 
which I conclude is a reasonable check. This 
should correspond to the fifty-six hundred pounds 
proposed in the stipulation. At thirty-five pounds,· 
which is less than one-fourth of this, there should 
be less than one thousand on each of the bead 
cables. That is the reason for my conclusion." 
Allowing a factor of error of 1112, which Dr. Linford 
testified should be allowed (R. 287), the pressure of 4,000 
pounds at 155 pounds per square inch would compare 
with the 5,600 pounds per square inch required to break 
the bead in the experimental tire at 155 pounds per square 
inch, and the tensile strength of 290 pounds for each of 
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the :.!0 wirPs tnaking up the beading of the tire. 
A tube in use has a tendency to stretch and after it 
haH lu .. Pn u~Pd, iH larger in diatneter than a new tube. 
Be<·nuse of this, a UHed tube, when being mounted in a 
tirP, lulH a tPnd(•ney to kink or to become pinched between 
Utt> ht-ading of the tire and the rim (R. 229, 341). Appel-
lant adutittPd tll(tt th(~ tube Blight have been pinched at 
tlu_• tiU1•· he tnounted the tire (R. 219) and the witness, 
I >r. \Villiatn I foelzer, fro1n his examination of the tube 
( J~:xhibit 17) was of the opinion that the tube had defi-
nitely been pinched in the 1nounting (R. 341). 
\\'hen the tube is pinched between the rim and bead-
ing of a tire, it is naturally extremely difficult to get the 
beading of the tire over onto the flange of the rim, since 
the beading of the tire is already of a smaller diameter 
than the ri1n. As the pressure applied to get the beading 
on to the flange of the rim is the air pressure in the tire 
itself, a tnuch greater air pressure is required than would 
normally be required to force the beading over onto the 
flange. ( R. 342). As to the effect the pinching of the tube 
has on the pressure within the tire, S. S. Taylor, a pro-
fessional engineer, and the Traffic Engineer for Salt 
Lake City Corporation, testified on page 396 of the rec-
ord: 
"Q Now, Mr. Taylor, assuming that when 
this tire was mounted a part of the tube was pinch-
ed between the bead and the shelf of the rim and 
in that position when the air was being inflated 
up to, oh, around thirty-five pounds or perhaps 
forty pounds - I think he said thirty-five or forty 
-what effect would that have on the bead on the 
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opposite side \Yhere this pineh \\'HS ()? What sort of 
action \Vould takt" plaep against that bead.'' 
After son1e diseussion of an objection, the 'vitness 
continued on pag~e 397 of the record: 
'" .. A. \\~ell, if there ""ere anything, a tube for 
example, under one or other sides of this bead 
which \Yould prohibit that bead from coming up 
and actually seating on this ledge, which is pro-
Yided for it, there ''ill be \vhat we might term a 
wedge action there because of that obstruction 
and a tendency to lift, to lift it over that obstruc-
tion in order to get it up on the ledge. 
"'Q What effect would that wedge action 
have upon the ability of the bead to resist break-
age, the wires of the bead-? 
-~A vv---ell, anything that \VOuld tend to stretch, 
it would have to stretch over, if it has got to get 
up over, any kind of an obstruction it would take 
a greater force at that point to do it than if it 
were normally, more than if it did normally if it 
were more easily accessible to it." 
Upon the same point, Dr. William Hoelzer testified (R. 
341) : 
"A This, the tube in question, was a crude 
tube. It had previously been run and the tube 
has been stretched, making it larger than a new 
tube. The fact that the tube has several patches 
on it indicates that it had been a used tube. In 
mounting the tire and tube onto the rim it is evi-
dent, in my opinion, that the tube was pinched be-
tween the bead and the rim flange at the point 
opposite the valve stem. 
"Q What significance, if any would that 
have, or what effect would that have on th'e bead 
17 
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in the tire after the air was introduced and the 
tire inflated Y 
• • • 
"A The tube being pinched between the bead 
in the ritn flange would cause the balance of th'e 
lu·ad to t,(~ very difficult in getting up onto the 
1.-~dge of the rim. Great force would then be re-
quired to try to get it onto the ledge . 
.. Q And do you have an opinion as to whether 
or not that force would be sufficient to break the 
bead at the place where the bead was trying to get 
up on the ledge f 
• • • 
"A Sufficient force could be applied to break 
the bead." 
The principal injury complained of by the appellant 
was an injury to his right hand and wrist. He testified 
that because of the injury to his wrist, he was greatly 
handicapped in his work by reason of the fact that he is 
unable to use his right hand to do any task which requires 
wrist motion or a strong grasp (R.191-195). He claimed 
to have lost income from the operation of his service sta-
tion because it was necessary for him to hire more help 
to do things he was previously capable of doing himself. 
During the month of March following the accident, motion 
pictures of the appellant at his work were taken without 
the appellant's knowledge (R. 403 (Exhibit 31), and ex-
amination of these pictures will reveal that the appellant 
was at that time fully capable of using his right hand and, 
in fact, did use his hand in and about his work to change 
tires, grease cars, fill gas tanks and other tasks about 
the service station, and that he at that time evidenced no 
disability whatsoever in his right hand. 
18 
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STATEMENT OF POINTS 
POINT NO.1. APPELLANT HAS THE BURDEN OF PROV-
ING NEGLIGENCE ON THE PART OF RESPONDENT 
WHICH IS A PROXIlVlATE CAUSE OF THE INJURIES TO 
THE APPELLANT. 
POINT NO. 2. APPELLANT HAS THE BURDEN OF 
SHOWING THAT THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE MANUFAC-
TURER WAS THE PROXIMATE ·CAUSE OF THE EVENT 
OR ACCIDENT OUT OF WHICH THE INJURIES AROSE. 
POINT NO. 3. APPELLANT DID NOT PROVE RE-
SPONDENT GUILTY OF NEGLIGENCE WHICH WAS THE 
PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE APPELLANT'S INJURY. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT NO. 1. APPELLANT HAS THE BURDEN OF PROV-
ING NEGLIGENCE ON THE PART OF RESPONDENT 
WHICH IS A PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE INJURIES TO 
THE APPELLANT. 
In approaching this case, it is perhaps well to review 
the history of the litigation from which a manufacturer's 
liability to the persons using the manufactured product 
arose. In its inception, the doctrine was based on the 
implied warranty arising out of the sales contract under 
which the product was sold. However, in recent years, 
liability has been extended to those using the product, 
although there is no privity of contract between the manu-
facturer and the consumer. Perhaps the most famous of 
these more recent decisions is MacPhe'rson v. Buick 
Motor Co., 217 N.Y. 382, 111 N.E. 1050, set out in plain-
tiff's brief. 
In that case while the plaintiff was in an automobile 
manufactured by the defendant and sold to the plaintiff 
by a retail dealer, the car suddenly collapsed and plaintiff 
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\\'8~ thrown out and injured. It developed that one of 
th ... \\'hPPls was utade of defective wood, and its spokes 
had eruntplPd into frag-tnentH. Defendant had bought the 
whPPl frotn another ntanufacturer, but had omitted to 
in~pPet the wheel h(~fore placing it upon the car. The court 
held: 
"1 f the nature of the thing is such that it is 
reasonably eertain to place life and limb in peril 
\\'h(•Jl negligently Inade, it is then a thing of dan-
ger. Its nature gives warning of the consequences 
to be expPeted. If to the ele1nent of danger, there 
is added knowledge that the thing will be used 
by persons other than the purchaser, and used 
without ne\v tests, then, irrespective of contract, 
the manufacturer of this thing of danger is under 
duty to make it carefully." 
The Restate1nent of Torts makes a distinction be-
tween chattels known to be dangerous for intended use 
and chattels "'"hich are dangerous unless carefully made. 
Since a rubber tire is not in and of itself inherently dan-
gerous, but only so if it is not carefully made, this case 
would probably be governed by the rule set out in Section 
395 of the Restate1nent of the Law of Torts. 
"The manufacturer who fails to exercise rea-
sonable care in the manufacture of a chattel which, 
unless carefully made, he should recognize as in-
volving an unreasonable risk of causing substan-
tial bodily harm of those who lawfully use it for 
the purpose for which it is manufactured and to 
those whom the supplier should expect to be in the 
vicinity of its probable use, is subject to liability 
for bodily harm caused to th.em by its lawful use 
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Ho\Yever. \Yhile the dt)etrine of the u1nnufaetn rer's 
liabilitY has been extended beYond thP field of contract 
w • 
liability and into the field of tort liability, the cases do 
not stand for the proposition that the manufacturer is 
an insurer of the products \vhich it sells. An excellent 
discussion of the developments in this field of law is 
found in 164 A.L.R., beginning on page 569. The follow-
ing is taken from that annotation on page 599: 
HEven if the old 'general rule' is repudiated, 
and a n1anufacturer's liability or non-liability for 
negligence is predicated purely and simply on the 
la'v of torts, dispelling any notions about necessity 
of privity of contract, it is obvious that in a great 
many instances the manufacturer 'vill not be held 
to be liable. But if he is excused from liability, 
he will be excused because there was no case 
against him under the law of negligence-a result 
which is fair, logical and compatible with modern 
social and economic relationships. 
"Thus, a manufacturer will not be held liable, 
applying ordinary rules of the law of torts and 
negligence, where the evidence fails to make out a 
case of negligence against him or that any injury 
or damage was caused by the manufacturer's 
negligence in the manner in which he produced the 
alleged defective article, chattel or commodity; 
where the accident happened, and the injuries 
were occasioned, upon causal analysis, not by neg-
ligence or defects in the manufacture of an article, 
or by failure of the manufacturer to have in-
spected properly before putting it on the market, 
but by improper operation or use of the contri-· 
vance * * *" 
Thus, it is seen that the ap.pellant has the burden of 
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proving negli~Pnc<~ on the part of the respondent, which 
wa"" u proxituate <·ause of the injuries of which he com-
1 ,}nins. 
In !Jar! in ,., H('nry Ford & Son, 20 Fed. ( 2d) 317, the 
l"eat of a tra('tor fell while the purchaser was driving it, 
<'l\Using iujuriPs \vhi<·h resulted in his death. In affirm-
ing tltP dirP<"ted verdict in favor of the defendant, the 
<'ou rt :-:aid : 
u'fhe defendant could not be held, in putting 
out the tractor in question, as an insurer of its 
saf<~ty un< lf·r all the circumstances to which the 
machine 1night be subjected. Its duty was to use 
reasonable care in employing designs, selecting 
materials, and making assemblies in the construc-
tion of a tractor, which would fairly meet any 
emergency of use \\·hich could reasonably be anti-
eipated. • • • Before the plaintiff was entitled to a 
submission of the case to the jury, the nature of 
the use to which the machinery was subjected and 
the cause of the fracture of the cap screw should 
have been reasonably indicated in the testimony. 
• • • Here the e'ridence does not substantially 
tend to show that there was a lack of care in the 
selection and testing of rna terials, or in the de-
signing or assembly of parts, or of the weakness 
in the cap screw due to deficiencies of substance, 
which the defendant, in the exercise of diligence 
charged to it should have apprehended; it does 
not fairly permit an inference that defendant's 
liability. is reasonably probable, and distinctly 
more probable than any other suggested explana-
tion. Reflection upon the record produces several 
independent theories explanatory of the results 
and its causes, each having so1ne support from the 
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In Sheu'a.rd, et al. v. T.,.irtu.e, 1~0 l'lae. (2d) 142, 
plaintiff's wife, \vhile sitting in a tnetal chair in a beauty 
parlor owned by one of the defendants, fell to the floor 
when the chair broke. In a. suit to recover damages for 
injuries sustained as a result of the accident, the jury 
returned verdicts against the owner of the beauty parlor 
and the manufacturer of the chair. The evidence showed 
that the O\vner of the beauty parlor, upon receipt of the 
chair, some nine months before the accident, carefully 
inspected the chair and periodically thereafter washed, 
oiled and inspected the same. An order granting the own-
er a new trial was affirmed. On appeal, the court held 
that this defendant exercised the requisite degree of care. 
Plaintiff's cause of action against the n1anufacturer was 
based on the alleged negligence in the manufacturing and 
assembling of the cast iron chair. The court reversed a 
judgment against the manufacturer in the absence of 
any proof by the plaintiff as to the customary standard 
of care exercised by manufacturers of like chairs. In its 
opinion the court said : 
"If the manufacturer employs a formula cal-
culated to result in a finished product safe for its 
proposed uses, intentionally selects a material 
wi,th sufficient technical knowledge, inspects them 
during the course of their fabrication and assem-
bly and on completion, with a care in proportion 
to the extent of the risk to be involved in using 
the chattel, if made without such precautions, he 
lias by such care, method and process fulfilled his 
obligation to the vendee and to all users of such 
chattel." 
Nor can negligence be predicated upon the mere hap-
pening of the accident. 
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In llensch n. Jt'ord Motor Co., 196 Wash. 213, 82 Pac. 
(:!d) f)~)f.i, suit was brought against the 1nanufacturer of a 
t ru<·k for pP rHonal injuries suffered when plaintiff was 
P:·wapiug- front a burning truck which had allegedly caught 
fi rP lJP•·ause tlu· gas tank aitd the rnuffler or exhaust pipe 
wa~ n(·:..dig-c·ntly pla<·t>d. After disf·ussing the evidence and 
dt·<"id.ing that th(• n· \\'as no evidence of negligence, the 
<'OUrt q uot<-d llotclu· r. /Juick Motor Co., 358 Ill. 507, 193 
N. 1~:. ;"")~!), 'rith approval: 
.. The ntere faet that an accident resulting in 
an injury to a person or in damage to property 
lias occurred does not authorize a presumption 
or inference that the defendant was negligent. The 
burden \Vas upon the defendant in error to prove 
by co1npetent evidence, direct or circumstantial, 
that the plaintiff in error was guilty of negligence 
in the n1anufacture or assemblage of the automo-
bile in question." 
Nor is the condition of the tire by itself after the ex-
plosion evidence of its condition at the time of its manu-
facture. 
In Rotche v. Buick Motor Co., 358 Ill. 507, 193 N. E. 
529, it appeared that plaintiff had bought a five-passen-
ger Buick car from one of the defendants and that twenty-
six days later, while accompanied by his son in returning 
home from a twenty-five mile journey at a speed of thirty 
miles an hour, the car left the roadway. Plaintiff was in-
jured and brought this action to recover for his injuries. 
Testimony of witnesses was to the effect that the cable 
leading to the arm, extending from the left front shoe-
brake was found to be hanging down and that certain 
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cotter pins '"ere 1uissing. .b~Yidenee '"as also introduced 
to sho"~ the inspections to "~ hich Buick ears werp sub-
jected during the course of their eonstruetion. Motions 
by the Buick ~Jotor Con1pany for the arrest of judgment 
were denied and the judgment \vas entered against the 
company for $17,500.00. The Illinois appellate court af-
firmed the judgn1ent and, upon appeal, the Supreme 
Court reversed both the Appellate and Superior Courts 
and said: 
"The burden 'vas upon the defendant in error 
to prove by competent evidence, direct or circum-
stantial, that the plaintiff in error was guilty of 
negligence in the manufacture or assemblage of 
the automobile in question. Testimony concerning 
the condition of cotter pins in the brake mechan-
ism several weeks after the accident occurred, 
without proof that the condition of the pins re-
mained unchanged, was inadmissible and should 
have been excluded. Such testimony was not re-
sponsive to the allegations of the declaration, and 
could not subject the plaintiff in error to liability. 
* * * Whether there was negligence in the as-
sembly of the parts of the automobile owned by 
the defendant in error, as a result of which the 
accident occurred, depends almost wholly upon the 
condition of the cotter pins previous to the sale 
of the car. With the incompetent testimony ex-
cluded, the competent evidence is not sufficiently 
definite to justify the conclusion that 'the auto-
mobile remained in the same condition from the 
date of the accident until it was examined by per-
sons who testified that some of the cotter pins 
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POINT NO. 2. APPELLANT HAS THE BURDEN OF 
SHOWING THAT THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE MANUFAC-
TURER WAS THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE EVENT · 
OR ACCIDENT OUT OF WHICH THE INJURIES AROSE. 
In Jloort' v. Edgar Bros. Co., (Cal.) 90 Pac. (2d) 808, 
a. dealPr repla<"ed a Hhatter-proof glass in a second hand 
n.utou1ohil<· with other glass of inferior grade. The car 
was in a eollision and an occupant injured by flying glass. 
T'Ju~ occupant brought an action against the dealer to re-
eover for his injuries. In deciding the case, the court 
quoted Jolvnson r. Union Furn~ture Co., 31 Cal. 1\.pp. 
(~d) 234, 87 Pac. (2d) 917,919 as follows: 
"It is \\~en settled that in order to mantain an 
action for damages based on the wrongful act or 
negligence of another, a plaintiff must allege and 
prove that the wrongful act of the defendant was 
a direct and proximate cause of the injury. * * • 
And in this connection, it is generally held that 
the word 'proximate' is intended to mean direct 
or immediate, as opposed to remote (Straten v. 
Spencer, 52 Cal. App. 98, 197 P. 540) ; and that 
negligence requiring the interposition of new and 
independent agencies to cause injury is remote 
(Oakland Bank of Savings v. Murfey, 68 Cal. 455, 
9 Pac. 843). Moreover in determining the question 
of proximate cause, care must be taken to avoid 
confusing two elements which are separate and 
distinct, namely, that which causes the injury and 
that without which the injury would not have 
happened. For the former, the defendant may be 
liable, for the latter, he may not; that is to say, 
in order to make a defendant liable his wrongful 
act must be the causa causans, and not merely 
the causa sine quo non. * * * Furthermore, if, sub-
sequent to the initial cause, a new efficient cause 
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interYenes to affeet the injury, having its origin 
independent of the initial eansP, or having its 
origin therein eould not rPnsonably have been 
fore~een by a person of ordinary intelligence and 
prudence as a natural and probable result thereof, 
it supersPdes the initial cause, breaks the connec-
tion bet,Yeen the initial cause and the effect, and 
beco1nes a proxiinate cause of the injury rendering 
the initial cause remote . 
.. The appellant argues that whether or not the 
negligence on the part of th'e respondent was the 
proximate cause of his injuries, and whether or 
not there was an intervening cause without which 
the injury "~ould not have happened, are ques-
tions of fact w·hich should have been submitted 
as such to the court or a jury. If we assume, 
however, that appellant's injuries would not have 
been sustained if safety glass had been installed in 
this door, the fact remains that such injuries were 
immediately and directly caused hy an outside 
source, with which the respondent had no connec-
tion, rather than by an inherent defect in the 
glass." 
In Youtz v. Thompson Tire Co., (Cal.) 116 Pac. (2d) 
636, a rim on an inflated tire allegedly repaired by the 
tire co1npany's employee was not properly locked and 
a truck driver, in attempting to properly lock the rim 
so that it could be placed on the truck wheel, struck a 
hammer held by the plaintiff on the edge of the rim, as a 
result of which the rim was violently thrown out of the 
tire, causing injuries to the plaintiff. The trial court 
granted defendant's motion for a non-·suit and the plain-
tiff appealed. The court sustained the judgment and said: 
"The appeal rests upon the single question of. 
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P!oxitnate cause, and we will confine the discus-
810n to that issue with the observation that 
though appellant contends that respondents had 
knowledge of the defective condition of the tire 
he does not direet our attention to any portio~ 
of the f(•<·ord which tends to prove that fact. We 
kno\\' of no presumption that the respondents 
should be deerned to have wilfully and knowingly 
delivt>red a defective tire, which they must have 
known was not usable. It is more reasonable to 
infer that the defect arose from the careless and 
neg-ligent tuanner of asserubling it, but with no 
facts of any kind tending to prove respondent's 
kno\rledge, there is no roorn for an inference that 
such kno,\·ledge \\·as had. 
• • • 
u .A.ssuming, therefore, that the same rule of 
liability applies to a repairman as applies to a 
manufacturer, it is appropriate at this time to 
state that rule, which is given with its exceptions 
and limitations in 45 C. J. p. 892 as follows: 'A 
manufacturer or seller of an article which is not 
inherently dangerous, but which is rendered dan-
gerous by a defect therein, is liable for an injury 
to a third person arising from the defect, where he 
had knowledge of the defect and of the danger, 
and failed to give notice or warning thereof to the 
purchaser, or concealed the defect, or represented 
the article to be safe and sound, or, in other words, 
was guilty of fraud or deceit. Conversely, the 
manufacturer or seller is not liable where he had 
no knowledge of the defect or danger, and made 
no false representations, or where he gave notice 
of the defect to the purchaser, or the purchaser 
had knowledge thereof before the injury. * * *' " 
So we see from the foregoing cases that the appel-
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lant had the burden of proYing by di rPet PYidene,e that 
the respondent \Yas guilty of negligeneP in the tnanu-
facture and selling of the tire, \Yhieh negligence \\'a~ the 
proxin1ate cause of the injury of "·hich the appellant coin-
plains. This negligenee eannot be inferred from the Inere 
happening of the accident, nor the condition of the tire 
after the explosion, but there must be a causal connection 
bet,veen some act of negligence on the part of the re-
spondent and the injuries clain1ed to have been received 
by the appellant. 
POINT NO. 3. APPELLANT DID NOT PROVE RE-
SPONDENT GUILTY OF NEGLIGENCE WHICH WAS THE 
PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE APPELLANT'S INJURY. 
The most that can be said for appellant's evidence 
is that after the explosion occurre~, an examination of 
the tire disclosed that the wires in the bead of the tire 
were broken. On the basis of this the appellant asked the 
court to render a verdict in his favor and cites a number 
of cases which it is claimed would support such a conclu-
sion. However, the appellant has failed to show any act 
of negligence on the part of the respondent which was 
either a proximate cause of the defect in the tire or that 
there was a defect in the tire at the time it left the resp,on-
<lent's plant. In fact, the appellant himself testified that 
prior to mounting the tire, he dusted the tire off and went 
over it thoroughly and failed to find any evidenee of a 
defect in the tire. All of the cases cited by the appellant 
rnay be distinguished from the case at bar in that in each 
of the cases cited there was definite proof of negligence 
on the part of the manufacturer and a causal connection 
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between that negligence and the injuries complained of. 
Thus, in MacPherson v. Buick, 111 N. E. 1050, a wheel 
on the auton1obile manufactured by the defendant disinte-
grated and it was found that the wood in the wheel was 
defective. It was also the evidence in that case that the 
defendant had failed to make any inspection of the wheel 
prior to placing it upon the automobile in which the plain-
tiff was later injured. 
In the case of Baker v. B. Fl. Goodrich Co., 252 Pac. 
(2d) 24, which involved an explosion of a tire, the bead 
in the tire was found to be kinked, according to the ex-
perts, this indicated a defect in the tire which pre-existed 
the explosion. 
In the case of General Motors Corporation v. John-
son, 137 Fed. ( 2d) 320, involving a defective axle 
housing that caused a wreck in which two men v.rere 
killed, the evidence sustained the finding that the open-
ing to the axle housing which should have been a bit 
larger than the opening to the differential housing was 
in fact a bit smaller. 
In Spencer v~ Madsen, 142 Fed. (2d) 820, which in-
volved a defective axle on a semi-trailer designed to 
transport gasoline, the evidence showed that the axle had 
not been inspected by the manufacturer at the time it 
was installed. 
In Hooper v. General Motors Corporation, .(Utah) 
260 Pac. (2d) 549, which was decided by this Court, the 
Court will recall that the '\vheel on a relatively new auto-
mobile came apart, the spider, or spokes of the wheel re- · 
maining on the car, and the rim and tire coming off. The 
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court will also recall that there was evidence to sustain 
the finding that so1ne of the rivets which held the wheel 
together were broken prior to the disintegration of the 
wheel, and that, in fact, this condition was the cause of 
the wheel coming apart. As the court said in that case: 
''Thus, to impose liability on the assembler of 
an automobile, certain necessary elements must be 
made out. Plaintiff is required to show (1) A de-
fective wheel at the time of the automobile as-
sembly; (2) Such defect being discoverable by rea-
sonable inspection; (3) Injuries caused by failure 
of tlie wheel due to its defective condition." 
In each of the cases cited, the evidence meets thi~ 
test. In the case at bar, it does not. We have no evidence 
that the tire was defective at the time it left respondent's 
plant, or at the time it was received by the appellant for 
mounting; nor do we have any evidence that the injuries 
of the plaintiff were caused by any defect in the tire 
which pre-existed the explosion. The evidence will sus-
tain any number of inferences which are more reasonable 
than the inference that appellant asks us to make in this 
case. The first and most obvious is that the appellant 
himself proximately caused his own injuries. The evi-
dence was that he was filling a tire without the valve core 
in the tube from a tank containing 175 pounds pressure. 
The tire was only designed to carry a p·ressure of 35 to 
40 pounds and had a bursting point of about 155 pounds. 
It is entirely conceivable that the proximate cause of this 
accident was simply that tbe defendant exceeded the 155 
pound limit in filling the tire. 
The evidence further shows that the appellant in-
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serted an old tube into the tire and that innertubes which 
have been previously used have become stretched, making 
them more difficult to handle, with the result that the 
innertube may become pinched under some part of the 
casing. Evidence was presented which showed this to be 
a fact, which evidence was not refuted. When this hap-
pens, the air pressure within the tire exerts a terrific 
force in an effort to push the tire casing up onto the edge 
of the rim, which may very well explain how the pressure 
within the tube reached a point where it caused the wires 
in the beading to break. That the explosion could not 
have occurred but for the excessive pressure within. the 
tire is illustrated by the evidence that when the experi-
mental tire which had been broken in a test conducted 
by the witness, Dr. Hoelzer, was put back on a wheel and 
refilled with air, even with a bead which was known to be 
completely broken, the tire withstood a pressure of 53 
pounds before allowing the tube to come out over the edge 
of the wheel. 
Another inference which is as reasonable is that the 
negligence of the respondent was responsible for the oc-
currence, i.e. that the respondent in mounting the tire 
damaged the same in a manner which caused the wires in 
the bead of the tire to become weakened. 
Lastly, assuming that there was a defect in the tire 
at the time it was delivered to the appellant for mounting, 
there was no evidence that such defect was discoverable 
by reasonable inspection. In fact, as has been stated, 
the appellant himself made an inspection of the tire 
which, under the evidence, should have disclosed the pres-
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ence of a. defect, if in fact such defect existed, and found 
the tire to be in sound and good condition . 
.... :\.s 'vas stated in the case of Shewa.rd v. Virtue, 
supra., the respondent is not an insurer. His duty is to 
employ a formula in the manufacture of tires calculated 
to result in a finished product safe for its proposed use, 
to intelligently select his material with sufficient techni-
cal know·ledge, inspect them during the course of their 
fabric.ation and assembly End on completion, with a care 
in proportion to the extent of the risk to be involved 
in using the tire. The evidence· in this case shows that 
the respondent exercised the required degree of care in 
the manufacture of its product. The wire was secured 
fro1n the National Standards Company, where it had been 
1nanufactured to specifications far in excess of the re-
quirements which might reasonably be foreseen in the 
use of the tire and where it had been inspected and tested 
to detern1ine that it met those specifications. 
But the respondent did not rely alone on the National 
Standards Company, but itself inspected the wire to de-
termine that it came up to the required specifications. 
During the course of the tire's manufacture, the tire, and 
particularly the bead, underwent several inspections at 
different stages of its manufacture, including a final in-
spection upon completion to determine whether or not 
there was any defect in the tire. It is evident, therefore, 
that the defendant in the manufacture of the tire exer-
cised the highest degree of care to insure a safe product 
for the use for which it was designed. 
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CONCLUSION 
A review of the recent litigation in the field of the 
manufacturer's responsibility to consumer leads us to the 
conclusion that the courts no longer require privity of 
contract between the manufacturer and the injured party 
to recover for injuries sustained as a result of some de-
fect in the manufactured product. The modern rule is 
that the manufacturer who fails to exercise reasonable 
care in the manufacture of an article which, unless care-
fully made, he should recognize as involving an unreason-
able risk of causing substantial bodily harm to those who 
use it for the purpose for which it is manufactured, is 
subject to liability caused to them by its lawful use in a 
manner and for the purpose for which it is manufactured. 
The District Court, then, is governed by tort law, 
rather tlian as was formerly the case, by contract. This 
being the case, the plaintiff has the same burden in a case 
against a manufacturer as in any other tort action based 
on negligence, that is, himself show that the negligence 
of the manufacturer was the proximate cause of injuries 
to the plaintiff. He might do this by proving either 
that the manufacturer did not follow a formula in the 
manufacture of its products designed to produce reason-
ably safe products for the purpose for which they were 
intended, or that the manufactured product contained 
defects which were the proximate cause of the injuries 
complained of and which should have been discovered by 
the manufacturer upon reasonable inspection. 
The evidence in the case did not meet those require-
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ments. The appellant showed merely the exploding of 
the tire. Fron1 this he asks the Court to assume that the 
tire exploded by reason of some negligence on the part 
of the respondent. Such a conclusion is, to say the least, 
highly conjectural. 
A number of inferences as to the cause of the explo-
sion, particularly that it was due to the acts of the appel-
lant himself, is much more reasonable. At any rate, a 
jury, or the court, should not engage in speculation as to 
whether the negligence of the respondent was the re-
sponsible factor in the absence of any proof of negligence 
or any proof of any causal connection between any act of 
the respondent and the appellant's injuries. 
In fact, the evidence in the case affirmatively sus-
tains the conclusion that th'e respondent exercised the 
highest degree of care to insure the safety of its products 
for the purpose for which they were manufactured. 
It is, therefore, submitted that the action of the 
court in setting aside the ~rerdict of the jury and enter-
ing a judgment in favor of the respondent should be sus-
tained. 
Respectfully submitted, 
STEW ART, CANNON & HANS-ON 
Attorneys for Resp~ond'ent 
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